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Part 1
An Introduction to Metadata in DPLA



What Is the DPLA?

 Portal to digital 
resources from cultural 
heritage institutions 
across the U.S.

 Aggregator of metadata 
from contributors

 Providing access to more 
than 16 million digital 
resources



What Does Your Metadata Look Like in 
DPLA?



Metadata: From Your CMS to DPLA

IDHH
(REPOX)

Digital collections 
contributed to 

IDHH

Collection owners 
make their metadata 
available for 
harvesting

IDHH harvests 
metadata and ingests 
into REPOX

IDHH assesses, 
enhances 
metadata

DPLA harvests 
metadata from IDHH, 
enriches metadata

Metadata now 
available in DPLA



What is shareable metadata?

The 6 C’s and Lots of S’s

 Content

 Consistency

 Coherence

 Context

 Communication

 Conforms to Standards

From Sarah L. Shreeves, Jenn Riley, and Liz Milewicz. 
“Moving Towards Shareable Metadata.” 



Why Does Shareable Metadata Matter?

 Digital resources are represented 
well

 Links with other resources



What is mapping and why does 
it matter in DPLA?

Local 
Metadata 

Fields

QDC in 
OAI-PMH DPLA-MAP



Why Mapping Matters

Local Label Dublin Core Field Value

Audio Exists <dc:description> Yes

Description <dc:description> Color video of a field day at 
the University of Lautrec in the 
Spring semester of 1965.

DPLA Label Dublin Core Field Value

Description <dc:description> Yes
Color video of a field day at 
the University of Lautrec in 
the Spring semester of 1965.

Without the local label, the 
meaning of the value is lost



Mapping Alternative 1: Provide Context

Local Label Dublin Core Field Value

Audio Exists <dc:description> Yes, audio exists

Description <dc:description> Color video of a field day at 
the University of Lautrec in the 
Spring semester of 1965.

DPLA Label Dublin Core Field Value

Description <dc:description> Yes, audio exists
Color video of a field day at 
the University of Lautrec in 
the Spring semester of 1965.

There is now a context for “Yes” 
outside of native environment



Mapping Alternative 2: Not Available

Local Label Dublin Core Field Value

Audio Exists Not mapped to DC Yes

Description <dc:description> Color video of a field day at 
the University of Lautrec in the 
Spring semester of 1965.

DPLA Label Dublin Core Field Value

Description <dc:description> Color video of a field day at 
the University of Lautrec in 
the Spring semester of 1965.

There is now no value of “Yes” 
made available to DPLA.



DPLA Label DPLA Property QDC Element DC Element MODS Element

Alternative Title dcterms:alternative dcterms:alternative No suggested 
mapping*

<titleInfo type=”alternative”><title>

Collection dcterms:isPartOf dcterms:isPartOf No suggested mapping <relatedItem type=”series”>

Contributor dcterms:contributor dcterms:contributor dc:contributor <name><namePart> where <name> also contains 
<role><roleTerm>contributor</role>

Creator dcterms:creator dcterms:creator dc:creator <name><namePart> where <name>contains 
<role><roleTerm>creator</role>

Date dc:date dc:date dc:date <originInfo><dateCreated keyDate=”yes”>

Description dcterms:description dcterms:description dc:description <note type=”content”>

Extent dcterms:extent dcterms:extent No suggested mapping <physicalDescription><extent>

Identifier dcterms:identifier dc:identifier dc:identifier <identifier>

Language dcterms:language dcterms:language dc:language <language><languageTerm>

Medium dcterms:medium dcterms:medium No suggested mapping <physicalDescription><form>

Place dcterms:spatial dcterms:spatial dc:coverage <subject><geographic>

Publisher dcterms:publisher dcterms:publisher dc:publisher <originInfo><publisher>

Relation dc:relation dc:relation dc:relation <relatedItem><location><url> and/or 
<relatedItem><titleInfo><title>

Rights dc:rights dc: rights dc:rights <accessCondition>

Subject dcterms:subject dc:subject dc:subject <subject><topic>

Temporal Coverage dcterms:temporal dcterms:temporal dc:coverage <subject><temporal>

Title dcterms:title dc:title dc:title <titleInfo><title>

Type dcterms:type dc:type dc:type <typeOfResource>



What Metadata Does DPLA Enrich?

 Geographic metadata in 
<dcterms:spatial>

 Creation date metadata in 
<dc:date>



Geographic Enrichment

 <dcterms:spatial>

 DPLA enriches geographic data by matching 
values with known geographic vocabularies, 
typically GeoNames

 Formatting matters!

 It is best for geographic values to be in a 
single field

<dcterms:spatial>Cairo, Alexander County, 
Illinois</dcterms:spatial>

 Not

<dcterms:spatial>Cairo</dcterms:spatial>

<dcterms:spatial>Alexander 
County</dcterms:spatial>

<dcterms:spatial>Illinois</dcterms:spatial>
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Why Formatting Matters

Local content management system:
<dcterms:spatial>Cairo</dcterms:spatial>
<dcterms:spatial>Alexander 
County</dcterms:spatial>
<dcterms:spatial>Illinois</dcterms:spatial>

Gets enriched by DPLA to:
"spatial": [

{
"name": "Cairo",
"state": "Cairo",
"coordinates": "30.05, 31.65",
"country": "Egypt“

},
{

"name": “Alexander County",
"state": “North Carolina",
"coordinates": "35.921, -81.177",
"country": "United States“

}
],
{

"name": “Illinois",
"state": “Illinois",
"coordinates": “40.00032, -89.25037",
"country": “United States"

},
]

The geographic enhancement 
is not able to understand 

that the values are linked, so 
it results in the top hit being 

used for the enrichment.



Date Enrichment

 <dc:date>

 DPLA uses the date of creation for 
Timeline search function

 Digital Objects without dates 
cannot be found with this function



DPLA  and Social Media

“...DPLA prefers not to highlight 
watermarked or branded resources 
because they limit full access and 
reuse--even in educational cases--
by obscuring or otherwise 
detracting from the content within 
the resource.” 

--DPLA Social Media Policy



Resources Available to All

 DPLA wants resources that are 
accessible to all

 Free of IP restrictions

 Free of copyright restrictions with 
limited viewing

 Metadata that includes a digital 
object

 Have restricted resources?

 Add

<dc:relation>notdpla</dc:relation>

 IDHH will remove them



Part 2
IDHH Metadata Best Practices



How and Why Were These Developed?

 To guarantee metadata will be:

 Located in appropriate fields

 Represented well

 Findable

 Important when metadata is 
viewable in service provider 
environment

 These guidelines were created for 
effective representation of IDHH 
resources in DPLA



IDHH Metadata Best Practices Include

 Definitions Each field includes 
definitions that describes the scope 
of use


Notes of use Some fields include 
notes that describe the best use of 
the field


Controlled Vocabularies A list of 
controlled vocabularies are included 
to encourage consistent practices


Examples Each field includes 
examples to better illustrate the use 
of the field



Why Controlled Vocabularies Matter

 Consistent terms

 Subject terms are linked with 
other resources with same terms

 Aides in DPLA metadata 
enrichment



What Is Mapping And Why Does It Matter 
in DPLA?

Mapping Enables…
 Interoperability between schema

 Metadata to be viewable in service 
providers’ environments



DPLA Label DPLA Property QDC Element DC Element MODS Element

Alternative Title dcterms:alternative dcterms:alternative No suggested 
mapping*

<titleInfo type=”alternative”><title>

Collection dcterms:isPartOf dcterms:isPartOf No suggested mapping <relatedItem type=”series”>

Contributor dcterms:contributor dcterms:contributor dc:contributor <name><namePart> where <name> also contains 
<role><roleTerm>contributor</role>

Creator dcterms:creator dcterms:creator dc:creator <name><namePart> where <name>contains 
<role><roleTerm>creator</role>

Date dc:date dc:date dc:date <originInfo><dateCreated keyDate=”yes”>

Description dcterms:description dcterms:description dc:description <note type=”content”>

Extent dcterms:extent dcterms:extent No suggested mapping <physicalDescription><extent>

Identifier dcterms:identifier dc:identifier dc:identifier <identifier>

Language dcterms:language dcterms:language dc:language <language><languageTerm>

Medium dcterms:medium dcterms:medium No suggested mapping <physicalDescription><form>

Place dcterms:spatial dcterms:spatial dc:coverage <subject><geographic>

Publisher dcterms:publisher dcterms:publisher dc:publisher <originInfo><publisher>

Relation dc:relation dc:relation dc:relation <relatedItem><location><url> and/or 
<relatedItem><titleInfo><title>

Rights dc:rights dc: rights dc:rights <accessCondition>

Subject dcterms:subject dc:subject dc:subject <subject><topic>

Temporal Coverage dcterms:temporal dcterms:temporal dc:coverage <subject><temporal>

Title dcterms:title dc:title dc:title <titleInfo><title>

Type dcterms:type dc:type dc:type <typeOfResource>



Title &
Alternative Title

 Title

 Use: Primary name given to the 
described resource. Titles with 
identifiers, filenames, or archival 
organization units should not be 
included.

 Alternative Title

 Use: Alternative name for the 
resources, including subtitles or 
varying form of a title



Rights

Use:

 Rights held in and over the 
resource, usually the condition 
of use or the copyright 
statement for the resource

Controlled Vocabularies:

 Creative Commons Licenses

 RightsStatements.org



Rights:
Things to Consider

 Ownership ≠ Copyright Holder

 Rights field should describe 
copyright

 Digitization ≠ New copyright

 Emily Gore & Greg Cram’s Rights 
Statements webinar:

 Part 1: 
https://youtu.be/IEqObjkV3Wc

 Part 2: 
https://youtu.be/9L7wOOPcbzo

https://youtu.be/IEqObjkV3Wc
https://youtu.be/9L7wOOPcbzo


CARLI Implementation of
RightsStatements.org

 Contact Information Field

 Should have up to date contact 
information

 Rights Field

 Description of standardized rights + 
URI

 When provided to DPLA, all but the 
URI gets stripped



Identifier

Use: 

 Web accessible URI that distinctively identifies the resource

Example:



http://collections.carli.illinois.edu/cdm/ref/collection/wiu_digimgc/id/2000



Date &
Temporal Coverage

Date

Use:

 Date of creation of the resource

Controlled Vocabularies:

 Extended Date/Time Format

Temporal Coverage

Use:

 Temporal characteristics of the 
resource



Place

Use:

 Spatial characteristics of the 
resource, such as a country, 
city, region, address, or other 
geographical term.

Controlled Vocabularies:

 FAST Terms

 GeoNames

 Getty Thesaurus for 
Geographic Names

 Library of Congress Subject 
Headings

 Example:

This LCSH term is in direct form, 
with the jurisdiction the park is 
located in parentheses.

 Place: Lincoln Park (Chicago, 
Ill.)

FAST terms are in inverted form 
as State—City—Place.

 Place: Illinois—Chicago—
Lincoln Park



Language

Language

Use: 

 A language of the resource

Controlled Vocabularies:

 ISO 639-2

 ISO 639-3



Subject

Use:

 The topic of the resource

Controlled Vocabularies:

 FAST Terms

 Library of Congress Subject 
Headings

 Local controlled vocabulary

 VIAF



Creator &
Contributor

Creator
Use:

 An entity primarily responsible for 
making the resource

Contributor
Use: 

 Entity responsible for making 
contributions to the resource

Controlled Vocabularies:
 Getty Union List of Artist Names
 Library of Congress Name Authority 

Files
 VIAF
 Local controlled vocabularies



Medium &
Extent

Medium

Use:

 Physical medium of described resource

Controlled Vocabularies:

 Art and Architecture Thesaurus

 Thesaurus of Graphic Materials

Extent

Use:

 The duration, such as the length of a video or 
audio recording, or the size of a resource



Relation

Relation

Use:

 Related resource, used to connect 
other resources with the resource 
being described



Thanks! 
Questions?

Hannah Stitzlein

hannahes@Illinois.edu

217-300-4525

mailto:hannahes@Illinois.edu
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